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- The theme consists of 10 lightning backgrounds of 1920 x 1200 pixels resolution and there is a lightning bolt
sound effect as the Windows logon and change theme sound too.- The desktop is based on a unique combination
of destruction and peace, the lightning colors of the desktop and theme, rain and wind effects.- The Windows 7
logon and change theme sound is a combination of an epic storm and music.- The lighting effects of the desktop
images are combined with different desktop effects like 3d cube, windows 7 tile, waves and water drops.- The
desktop has all the features of a nice desktop, and the overall look of the desktop is very good and nice.- The
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desktop is fully customizable, the lightning color of the desktop and the lightning theme background can be
changed.- All desktop images are prerendered in Photoshop.- The desktop images are designed with a very high
resolution to look great on all desktop computers.- The desktop images are designed to fit the unique lightning
theme style of the desktop, and they will fit very well into nearly all desktop computers, whether they have 1920 x
1200, 1920 x 1080 or 1680 x 1050 pixels resolution.- All of the desktop images are created in vector format, and
they can be used in any computer without using a graphics program.- With the lightning theme style of the
desktop, it is highly unlikely that the desktop will look out of place on any desktop computer.- The desktop
background is a vector image, and no raster images were used.- The lightning theme and lightning background are
multi-use so they can be used in nearly all computers that support Windows 7.- The desktop has the "change the
wallpaper at a certain time" feature, so you can set the desktop to change the wallpaper at a certain time.- The
theme has the ability to be used for the computer logon and windows 7 change theme sounds, with the theme you
can change the logon or windows 7 sound. Tsunami Windows 7 Theme with sound is a collection of high resoution
images that will enhance the looks of your desktop. Tsunami Windows 7 Theme with sound effect is dedicated to
the destructive force of nature in the form of tsunami. The theme consists of 10 lightning backgrounds of 1920 x
1200 pixels resolution and there is a lightning bolt sound effect as the Windows logon and change theme sound
too. This is a high resolution Windows 7 Theme which will fit very well into nearly all desktop and laptop screens
with Windows 7 operating system. Tsunami Windows 7 Theme with sound Description: - The theme consists of
10 lightning backgrounds
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Simple Text to Speech Wizard – a Windows 7 Theme with Sound that allows you to set your computer to speak
simple text messages. For example, when your computer is on and you are not using it, you can setup the computer
to speak to you like a personal digital assistant. Text to Speech Wizard theme consist of three sounds – a start up
voice, a logon voice and a shutdown voice. KEYMACRO Description: Tsunami Windows 7 Theme is a high
resolution Windows 7 Theme that will fit into any desktop and laptop screens with Windows 7 operating system.
The lightning background of Tsunami Windows 7 Theme is created with high resolution (1280 x 800 pixels)
images, so it will look awesome on all Windows 7 screens. There is a "Tsunami" Sound effects, and "Windows"
Logon sound effects and a "Windows" Shut Down sound effects. Tsunami Windows 7 Theme with sounds for
Windows 7 is a collection of high resoution images that will enhance the looks of your desktop. Tsunami Windows
7 Theme with sound effects is dedicated to the destructive force of nature in the form of tsunami. The theme
consists of 10 lightning backgrounds of 1920 x 1200 pixels resolution and there is a lightning bolt sound effect as
the Windows logon and change theme sound too. This is a high resolution Windows 7 Theme which will fit very
well into nearly all desktop and laptop screens with Windows 7 operating system. KEYMACRO Description:
Simple Text to Speech Wizard – a Windows 7 Theme with Sound that allows you to set your computer to speak
simple text messages. For example, when your computer is on and you are not using it, you can setup the computer
to speak to you like a personal digital assistant. Text to Speech Wizard theme consist of three sounds – a start up
voice, a logon voice and a shutdown voice. KEYMACRO Description: Tsunami Windows 7 Theme is a high
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resolution Windows 7 Theme that will fit into any desktop and laptop screens with Windows 7 operating system.
The lightning background of Tsunami Windows 7 Theme is created with high resolution (1280 x 800 pixels)
images, so it will look awesome on all Windows 7 screens. There is a "Tsunami" Sound effects, and "Windows"
Logon sound effects and a "Windows" Shut Down sound effects. Tsunami Windows 7 Theme with sounds for
Windows 7 is a collection of high resoution images that will enhance 1d6a3396d6
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The theme is in a dark brown color with a navy blue color splash in the left part of the desktop. The lightning bolts
effect are displayed when the system is booting or in the middle of the desktop. This theme is great for those who
love the destructive force of nature or looking for a desktop that has thunderbolts or lightning in it. The theme is
ideal for the dark brown and grey screens which are mostly used by heavy laptop users or use of the laptop
outdoors or in a dark room. Use the drop down menu in the center of the desktop to change the theme color or
turn on/off the sound effect. Version: 1.0.0.0 released - 29/12/2009 Themes, wallpapers and icons that come with
the theme are in the.ini file in the folder that you extract the theme into. Instructions: To install, drag and drop
the.ini file into the Windows7 Themes folder that you extracted to. Required skills: Windows 7 users can easily
extract the.ini file from the original Windows 7 Themes folder that you downloaded. Extracting the.ini file can be
easily done by double clicking the file or by pressing the right click on the file and selecting "Extract here" Wether
you want to place the lightning bolts image or sound effect in your desktop is up to you. The sound effect is only
included in the.ini file when the theme is installed as the theme will also include the sound effect in the.ini file.
Get the theme at ThemeFiles.com Tsunami Windows 7 Theme with sound is a collection of high resoution images
that will enhance the looks of your desktop. Tsunami Windows 7 Theme with sound effect is dedicated to the
destructive force of nature in the form of tsunami. The theme consists of 10 lightning backgrounds of 1920 x 1200
pixels resolution and there is a lightning bolt sound effect as the Windows logon and change theme sound too. This
is a high resolution Windows 7 Theme which will fit very well into nearly all desktop and laptop screens with
Windows 7 operating system. Description: The theme is in a dark brown color with a navy blue color splash in the
left part of the desktop. The lightning bolts effect are displayed when the system is booting or in the middle of the
desktop. This theme is great for those who love the destructive force of nature or looking for a desktop that has
thunderbolts or lightning in it. The theme is ideal for

What's New In?
Tsunami Windows 7 Theme with sound is a collection of high resoution images that will enhance the looks of your
desktop. Tsunami Windows 7 Theme with sound effect is dedicated to the destructive force of nature in the form
of tsunami. The theme consists of 10 lightning backgrounds of 1920 x 1200 pixels resolution and there is a
lightning bolt sound effect as the Windows logon and change theme sound too. This is a high resolution Windows
7 Theme which will fit very well into nearly all desktop and laptop screens with Windows 7 operating system.
Requirements: This theme is compatible with Windows 7, Vista, XP, 2000, ME, NT, 95, 98, 3.11 or previous
versions of Windows OS with any window theme. , Tsunami Windows 7 Theme with sound is a collection of high
resoution images that will enhance the looks of your desktop. Tsunami Windows 7 Theme with sound effect is
dedicated to the destructive force of nature in the form of tsunami. The theme consists of 10 lightning
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backgrounds of 1920 x 1200 pixels resolution and there is a lightning bolt sound effect as the Windows logon and
change theme sound too. This is a high resolution Windows 7 Theme which will fit very well into nearly all
desktop and laptop screens with Windows 7 operating system. Description: Tsunami Windows 7 Theme with
sound is a collection of high resoution images that will enhance the looks of your desktop. Tsunami Windows 7
Theme with sound effect is dedicated to the destructive force of nature in the form of tsunami. The theme consists
of 10 lightning backgrounds of 1920 x 1200 pixels resolution and there is a lightning bolt sound effect as the
Windows logon and change theme sound too. This is a high resolution Windows 7 Theme which will fit very well
into nearly all desktop and laptop screens with Windows 7 operating system. Requirements: This theme is
compatible with Windows 7, Vista, XP, 2000, ME, NT, 95, 98, 3.11 or previous versions of Windows OS with any
window theme. , ThemeHoot is a high resolution Windows 7 Theme. ThemeHoot is a high resolution Theme that
will enhance the looks of your desktop. ThemeHoot is designed in the shape of a playful monkey. The theme
contains several desktop wallpaper images of 1920 x 1200 pixels resolution and the desktop has some cool
animations. There is a sound effect as the Windows logon and change theme sound too. This is a high resolution
Windows 7 Theme that will fit very well into nearly all desktop and laptop screens with Windows 7 operating
system. Description: ThemeHoot is a high resolution Theme that will enhance the looks of your desktop.
ThemeHoot is designed in the shape of a playful monkey. The theme contains several desktop wallpaper images of
1920 x 1200 pixels resolution and the desktop has some cool animations. There is a sound effect as the Windows
logon and change theme sound too. This is a high resolution Windows 7 Theme that will fit very well into
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System Requirements:
PC Operating System: OS X El Capitan or higher Windows: Windows 7 or higher CPU: 2.4 GHz Intel Core2
Quad CPU or faster with 2 GB RAM or higher (2.4 GHz Core2 Quad CPUs or faster with 2 GB RAM or higher)
Video Card: 1024 MB or higher DirectX: Version 9.0 or higher Memory: 2 GB or higher Disk Space: 50 GB or
higher Game Game Version: XCOM: Enemy Unknown – Ultimate Edition (PC) Estimated minimum PC
requirements: Game OS:
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